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Seth made some interesting comments about democracy. This one struck me as the most revealing:

"A democracy is a highly interesting form of government, highly significant because it 
demands so much of individual consciousness, and because it must rest primarily upon 
a belief in the powers of the individual. It is a tribute to that belief that it has lingered in 
your country, and operated with such vitality in the face of quite opposing beliefs 
officially held by both science and religion."

—NoME Part Three: Chapter 8: Session 857, May 30, 1979

One way this could be read is: direct democracy is unrealistic. It places high demands on every 
individual. It possibly requires more than most people can give.

Osho expressed himself much more overtly:

https://blog.denisbider.com/files/Osho-BecauseDemocracyBasicallyMeans-
GovernmentByThePeople-OfThePeople-ForThePeople-ButThePeopleAreRetarded.mp4

The evidence today is clear that Osho's words did not simply apply to the uneducated, the hoi polloi
who do not graduate college. He was especially correct about people we think of as intelligent and 
erudite.

Given the illusions of democracy and a free press, especially intellectuals can be fooled into 
anything:
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These were intentional manipulations. Without these orchestrated lies, Team Biden would have 
needed to cheat more obviously in order to win. Smart people fell for this, because smart people are 
generally stupid.

Here is more lies over the years:



Rest assured, the current "righteous war" is just as cynical as the others in this picture.

Who owns The Economist, which sells these lies? Why, no other than Lady Lynn Forester de 
Rothschild, with her third husband, Sir Evelyn de Rothschild. Notice how these people give 
themselves titles like Lady and Sir, and tell you which wars are righteous. They tell lots of other 
lies, too.

The lies are many, and large, but few as significant as the current mass poisoning of billions:

• "One case required radiographic CT investigation from head to pelvis of the 
largest thrombus we had ever seen (from facial sinuses down to axilla)- without 
a malignancy visible on scans. I later learned the patient had died soon after 
discharge, and that the cause of death was of Cancer of Unknown Origin (a 
common diagnosis in the absence of pathological proof of cancer)."

• "Faculty member, male, mid-60s: after his booster, had such a bad case of 
myocarditis that he had to be put in a medically-induced coma, and then 
received a heart transplant."

• "I will also say that in general since the vaccines, students have been much 
sicker more often than I've ever experienced as a professor. We held classes in 
person last semester (hybrid), and there was no problem with sickness - similar 
to my other years as a prof. This year it's been sick kid after sick kid."

• "She got the booster shot on May 20th and then was in Urgent Care within 4 
days, which would be the first of 5 emergency visits over the next five weeks. 
During that 5 week period there was also a 3 day hospital stay because her 
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kidneys were failing and her blood pressure was so low. She ultimately died of a
blood clot to the heart. I had just spoken to her 90 minutes prior. She thought she
was having a good day at home with her 15 year old son. When preparing her 
body for a viewing, the mortician at the funeral home said her lungs were full of 
tiny blood clots, which she had no prior history of."

People can be persuaded to inject themselves with poison and think nothing of it, because they think
we live in a Galactic Republic which cares about our health. We actually live in a Sith Empire 
which roleplays as a Galactic Republic, deflecting suspicion with cheap hypnotism and 
psychological tricks.

Hypnosis works so well because it is voluntary. It works best with the educated, because education 
is decades of hypnosis. The more educated you are, the narrower your focus. The narrower your 
focus, the more hypnotized you are willing to be – and the more superior you think you are to 
everyone else.

In case you might think this is new – these are three of my favorite quotes by Thomas Jefferson:

• “Nothing can now be believed which is seen in a newspaper. Truth itself 
becomes suspicious by being put into that polluted vehicle. The real extent of 
this state of misinformation is known only to those who are in situations to 
confront facts within their knowledge with the lies of the day.”

• “I really look with commiseration over the great body of my fellow citizens 
who, reading newspapers, live and die in the belief that they have known 
something of what has been passing in the world in their time…”

• “The man who never looks into a newspaper is better informed than he who 
reads them, inasmuch as he who knows nothing is nearer to truth than he whose 
mind is filled with falsehoods and errors.”

So what is the truth?
The truth is that against which you've been successfully inoculated. It's that which you don't want to
believe, because if you do, you're a kook. The truth is naturopathic medicine, spirituality, 
conspiracies – and so on.

To begin to know the truth about the world, I strongly suggest this 1967 "podcast" by Myron Fagan:

The history he tells is incredibly important. I found it useful to read along:
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I suggest to both read and listen. If you can do only one or the other, then listen. The transcript is 
good, but contains important errors and cannot stand alone.

Beyond "democracy"
If we survive this attempt at global enslavement, the solution is radical decentralization:

• The globalists want to kill the family unit and raise children in state facilities.

Solution: Reinforce the heteronormative family unit as society's essential core.

• The globalists want to centralize direct government power, so that a central agency can 
literally turn people off at the flip of a switch.

Solution: Restructure society so that an attempt to exercise power has to penetrate many 
resilient layers before it can reach any individual.

• The globalists want to eliminate individual body integrity and limit the right to self-defense.

Solution: Reinforce the sacredness of body integrity. Enshrine the right to self-defense.

• The globalists want people to live in high-density cities where they can be fully controlled.

Solution: Disperse the population into a mesh of spread-out, small communities with the 
capacity to be locally self-sustaining.

• The globalists want to implement direct voting, where the gullible and ignorant don't know 
anything about national issues except what the media say. Such voters can then be 
manipulated in any way.

Solution: Reinforce a multi-layered structure of nested constitutional republics. People 
should vote only on matters with which they're directly familiar, within their immediate 
community, so they know the people they elect. Representatives of communities should then
vote on matters of the larger community group, such as a city or local region. 
Representatives of local regions should vote on matters of the province or state. 
Representatives of states should vote on federal matters.

• The globalists want a strong federal government that can control everything.

Solution: Each higher layer of organization needs to be smaller and weaker than the one 
below it. The federal government needs to be the smallest of all. Large corporations have to 
be broken up. The federal income tax has to stop.

• The globalists want to convert the world into a hyper-efficient, homogenous monolith. This 
reduces, rather than improves, the quality and variety of individual experience.

Solution: Emphasize local resilience, local autonomy, redundancy over efficiency.



• The globalists used central banking to achieve their unlimited power.

Solution: End national and state currencies. Let each local community manage its own 
currency. Local currencies can be digital, and a common system can easily and conveniently
trade them. When you travel, apps can seamlessly translate prices into your own currency, 
and do the trading for you.
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